2020

Keynote Presentation:
“DIGITAL INCLUSION AND SOCIAL WELFARE: AN ANALYSIS OF THE TRAJECTORY OF ACCESS, USE AND APPROPRIATION OF THE INTERNET IN BRAZIL”
by Alexandre F. Barbosa & Fabio Senne, CETIC – Regional Center for the Development of Information Society – Under the auspices of UNESCO, Brazil

Keynote Presentation:
“THE CHALLENGE OF MEASURING SUSTAINABILITY IN ORGANISATIONS”
by Flávio Hourneaux Junior, University of Sao Paulo (USP), Brazil

2019

Keynote Presentation:
“USING COMPANION ROBOTS FOR RESEARCH AND EDUCATION”
by Professor Patrick C. K. Hung, Faculty of Business and IT, University of Ontario Institute of Technology, Canada

2017

Keynote Presentation:
“THE FUTURE OF LEARNING TECHNOLOGIES IN HIGHER EDUCATION”
by Associate Professor Pedro Isaias, The University of Queensland, Australia

Keynote Presentation:
“UNIVERSITIES IN 2020S”
by Associate Professor Ana Hol, Western Sydney University, Australia

Workshop:
“TEACHER DASHBOARDS: CRITICAL INSIGHTS AND INFORMED DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS”
by Associate Professor Pedro Isaias and Solange Lima, The University of Queensland, Australia
Keynote Presentation:

“LEARNING ANALYTICS: PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE”

by Associate Professor Pedro Isaias, The University of Queensland, Australia

Keynote Presentation:

“RIDING THE INNOVATION WAVE, AUSTRALIAN ICT PRACTICE IN A GLOBAL CONTEXT”

by Ms. Brenda Aynsley, OAM, Fellow ACS, Australia

Keynote Presentation:

“NON-DISCIPLINE GRADUATE SKILLS: REVIEW AND ASSESSMENT”

by Dr. Kathy Lynch, University of the Sunshine Coast, Australia

2015

Keynote Presentation:

“BIG DATA GOVERNANCE USING SUSTAINABLE PRACTICES”

by Roberta Lingnau de Oliveira, Neoway, Brasil and Michel Avila, Neoway, Brasil

2014

Keynote Presentation:

“CLOUDCLASSROOM: THE NEXT GENERATION”

by Chun-Yen Chang, NTNU Chair Professor, and also Director of Science Education Center, Taiwan
Keynote Presentation:
“FROM SLATE TO TABLET: THE DEVELOPMENT OF NEW MEDIA FOR LEARNING IN TAIWAN”
by Dr. David Tawei Ku, Chair of the Department of Educational Technology, Tamkang University, Taiwan

Keynote Presentation:
“EMPATHY, EMPATHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS AND NEW DIRECTIONS FOR LEARNING”
by Prof. Pedro Isaias, Universidade Aberta (Portuguese Open University), Portugal

2013

Keynote Presentation:
“A PLANET IN TROUBLE: APPLICATION OF GREEN TECHNOLOGIES IN ECO-PRESERVATION AND E-PRESERVATION OF ANCIENT DATABASES FOR A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE”
by Professor Narayanan Kannan, Faculty of Environmental Science, Universiti Putra Malaysia, Malaysia

2012

Keynote Presentation:
“SUSTAINABILITY, TECHNOLOGY AND EDUCATION: THE PILLARS OF THE NEW GREEN ECONOMY”
by Peter Newman, Professor of Sustainability in Curtin University, Perth, Australia